
Soap stone Kaliyadalana
Dancing Krishna statue 8 inch
B27
Read More
SKU: 00162
Price: ₹18,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Krishna Statues, Statues
& Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

Soap stone Dancing Krishna
statue 8 inch B26
Read More
SKU: 00161
Price: ₹12,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Krishna Statues, Statues
& Sculptures, Stone

Product Description
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Soap stone Radha Krishna under
a tree 8 inch B25
Read More
SKU: 00160
Price: ₹20,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Krishna Statues, Statues
& Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

Soap stone Chaturbhuja Vishnu
Sculpture 8 inch B24
Read More
SKU: 00159
Price: ₹12,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures,
Stone, Vishnu Statues

Product Description
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Soap stone Lord Krishna (Nauka
Vihar) Boating Statue 9.5 inch
B23
Read More
SKU: 00158
Price: ₹40,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Krishna Statues, Statues
& Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

Lord Krishna here is depicted as rowing a boat or a nauka with several cow-girls being his
passenger. This idol is connected to the pastimes of Lord Krishna and Radharani, who along
with their friends would enjoy boat rides on the river Yamuna in the summers. Lord Krishna
even after being the incarnation of lord Vishnu, lived like a human being, experiencing all the
pain, sorrows, happiness, joy and this is one of the joyful moment captured by the stone artist.
The idol is beautifully craved out in the soap stone with absolute precision. The beautiful
gestures of each character in the idol are perfectly sculpted. A beautiful artwork which looks
captivating. So experience the exquisiteness of this masterpiece by bringing home this
beautiful idol.
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Black stone Krishna Radha
statue 12in B22
Read More
SKU: 00157
Price: ₹35,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Krishna Statues, Statues
& Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

Radha-Krishna two names sounding like one, A couple exhibiting true meaning of love, Two
bodies one soul, all these descriptions are not enough to describe their eternal love. This pair is
depicted standing a platform beneath a tree next to peacock, which reminds us of the beautiful
scenario of kunja-ban where This enchanting black stone statue of that pair is capable of
mesmerising anyone with its beauty. A statuette of love, made by love for love. The beautiful
exquisite masterpiece is worth spending the price to be gifted to your loved ones to remind
them how much you love them. Make them feel special in a supreme manner every time they
look at this piece of art.
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Pink soap stone Radha Krishna
statue 8 inch
Read More
SKU: 00156
Price: ₹20,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Krishna Statues, Statues
& Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

Radha Krishna which is the most famous love story of Treta yug, is the purest of all love, which
just followed heart and is forever engraved in the hearts of every human being. In this beautiful
statuette Radha Krishna are depicted to be standing next to each other, beneath a tree. Radha
has her one hand over the shoulder of Krishna and an earthen pot in her other hand, whereas
Krishna is playing his favourite musical instrument flute with his both hands. Bring home this
purest love exhibiting couple, to get enchanted in the feeling of love and get lost in the
mesmerizing tune of love in your house compound.
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Pink soft stone Anantashayana
Vishnu 6 inch B13
Read More
SKU: 00153
Price: ₹24,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures,
Stone, Vishnu Statues

Product Description

This posture of reclining on a headed snake is known as Anantashayana, the name comes from
“ananta”, which means without end which depicts the thousand headed snake. The Snake
Adisehsa is said to be the coiled Cosmic energy in the Solar Plexus, and the Ksheera Saagara
beneath him is a representation of the Milky way Galaxy. Near his feet sits his wife Goddess
Lakshmi massaging. Lord Vishnu doesn’t actually sleep, his sleep is called Yoga Nidra which
means sleeping with consciousness. From his navel emerges Brahma, the creator God, seated
on a lotus. His weapons, including the mace and the conch shell, lie relaxed in his hands. This
statuette clearly indicates the grandness of lord Vishnu. So bring home this statue to
experience the peace.
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Pink soap stone Krishna playing
flute statue 8 inch B15
Read More
SKU: 00152
Price: ₹12,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Krishna Statues, Statues
& Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

Lord Krishna here is depicted standing in a very attractive pose holding his favourite musical
instrument, flute. He is said to be the incarnation of lord Vishnu, in Treta yuga, in order to
establish victory of good over evil. He is epitome of love, peace and harmony. He also is brave,
courageous and protective towards his subjects. His beautiful expressions can spell-bound any
soul, his flute tune could hypnotize everyone. He was a cow-boy of Gokul Dham who was loved
by one and all. Bring home this mesmerizing statuette of lord Krishna and experience the love,
warmth and peace in your surrounding.
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Soap stone Radha Krishna
Standing Under a tree 6 inch
B14
Read More
SKU: 00151
Price: ₹12,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Krishna Statues, Statues
& Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

Radha and Krishna are the brightest example of pure, selfless love. Two names that are always
taken together. Defining the true meaning of love since ages here is the couple which exhibits
most heart-touching love story. Age is never a barrier in love so relive the moment of love by
fetching this statue to beautify your house or office premises to feel loved. Here the couple is
portrayed standing next to each other beneath the kadamba tree (burflower tree). Lord Krishna
is playing his favourite musical instrument with which he used to enchant every soul of
Vrindavan. Radha is portrayed with an earthen pot in her hand, which she used to carry to
Yamuna river for fetching water. Behind them is the cow, lord Krishna used to take his cattle for
grazing near Yamuna. This beautiful statuette filled of love, made with love, for love. So, feel
loved or make your close ones feel loved.
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Soap stone Anantashayana
Vishnu 8 inch B12
Read More
SKU: 00150
Price: ₹37,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures,
Stone, Vishnu Statues

Product Description
Anantashayana Vishnu, the name comes from “ananta”, which means without end which
depicts the thousand headed snake over which lord Vishnu is reclining. The Snake Adisehsa who
is the coiled Cosmic energy in the Solar Plexus, in the The Ksheera Saagara which is a
representation of the Milky way Galaxy. Beneath him sits his wife goddess Lakshmi massaging
his leg. His sleep is called Yoga Nidra (Sleeping posture in Yoga or being aware while sleeping.
From his navel emerges Brahma, the creator God, seated on a lotus. His weapons, including the
mace and the conch shell, lie relaxed in his hands. This statuette clearly indicates the
grandness of lord Vishnu. So bring home this statue to experience the peace.
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Soap stone Lord Vishnu
Anantashayana 8 inch B11
Read More
SKU: 00149
Price: ₹37,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures,
Stone, Vishnu Statues

Product Description

The name anantashayana comes from “ananta”, which means without end which depicts the
thousand headed snake over which lord Vishnu is reclining. Here lord Vishnu is depicted
sleeping on the Snake Adisehsa who is the coiled Cosmic energy in the Solar Plexus, in the The
Ksheera Saagara which is a representation of the Milky way Galaxy. Beneath him sits his wife
goddess Lakshmi massaging his leg. Lord Vishnu does not sleep. Lord Vishnu do not sleep, his
sleep is called Yoga Nidra (Sleeping posture in Yoga or being aware while sleeping). From his
navel emerges Brahma, the creator God, seated on a lotus. His weapons, including the mace
and the conch shell, lie relaxed in his hands. This statue clearly depicts that lord Vishnu is the
creator. So bring home this statuette to experience peace in your surroundings.
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Gaurahari Marble Namaste
Buddha Sculpture 6.2 inch 15
Read More
SKU: 00145
Price: ₹8,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Statues, Sitting Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

“Imagine that every person in the world is enlightened but you. They are all your
teachers, each doing just the right things to help you learn perfect patience, perfect
wisdom, and perfect compassion.”

This benevolent statue of lord Buddha depicts his humble nature and kind soul. Lord Buddha is
here having his eyes shut with a warm smile over his face depicting the purity and peace in
him. His hands are folded in his chest level and legs in a double lotus pose. The beautiful statue
depicting calmness and harmony. So bring this statuette home to grace your environment with
warmth and pleasantness.
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Soft Stone Buddha Head
Sculpture 5.5 inch 13
Read More
SKU: 00143
Price: ₹10,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Head Statues, Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

“He who experiences the unity of life sees his own Self in all beings, and all beings in
his own Self, and looks on everything with an impartial eye.”

Lord Buddha’s head is generally portrayed as round, youthful, charming and sweet looking with
a warm, peaceful smile spread across his lips. Buddha heads are crafted to represent the vast
wealth of knowledge he possesses. The ushnisha, a large cranial bump on the head which
represents the knowledge and wisdom the Buddha attained after being enlightened, the urna, a
small hairy bump between the eyes of the Buddha which symbolizes the supernatural vision
that the Buddha has, the long ears signify the wealth he had during his life as a prince and the
curly hair of the Buddha represent the nobility he possesses. This beautiful epitome of peace,
happiness and harmony will not just beautify your house but also purify your mind and heart
with calmness. So grab this before it belongs to someone else.
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Pink Stone Buddha Head
Sculpture 5.5 inch 12
Read More
SKU: 00142
Price: ₹10,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Head Statues, Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

“If a traveller does not meet with one who is his better, or his equal, let him firmly
keep to his solitary journey; there is no companionship with a fool.”

Lord Buddha’s head is generally portrayed as round, youthful, charming and sweet looking with
a warm, peaceful smile spread across his lips. Buddha heads are crafted to represent the vast
wealth of knowledge he possesses. The ushnisha, a large cranial bump on the head which
represents the knowledge and wisdom the Buddha attained after being enlightened, the urna, a
small hairy bump between the eyes of the Buddha which symbolizes the supernatural vision
that the Buddha has, the long ears signify the wealth he had during his life as a prince and the
curly hair of the Buddha represent the nobility he possesses. The price for gaining peace and
happiness is not much so bring this statuette home to feel at comfort and peace.
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Soft Stone Buddha Head Statue
5.5 inch 11
Read More
SKU: 00141
Price: ₹10,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Head Statues, Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

“Praise and blame, gain and loss, pleasure and sorrow come and go like the wind. To
be happy, rest like a giant tree in the midst of them all”

Lord Buddha’s head is generally portrayed as round, youthful, charming and sweet looking with
a warm, peaceful smile spread across his lips. Buddha heads are crafted to represent the vast
wealth of knowledge he possesses. The ushnisha, a large cranial bump on the head which
represents the knowledge and wisdom the Buddha attained after being enlightened, the urna, a
small hairy bump between the eyes of the Buddha which symbolizes the supernatural vision
that the Buddha has, the long ears signify the wealth he had during his life as a prince and the
curly hair of the Buddha represent the nobility he possesses. Knowledge is a wealth which
cannot be stolen from one, it just can be spread from one to other so spread the good vibes to
your family and loved ones by just paying a small price.
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Pink Stone Buddha Head Statue
5 inch 10
Read More
SKU: 00140
Price: ₹10,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Head Statues, Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

“Silence the angry man with love. Silence the ill-natured man with kindness. Silence the miser
with generosity. Silence the liar with truth.” Lord Buddha’s head is generally portrayed as
round, youthful, charming and sweet looking with a warm, peaceful smile spread across his lips.
Buddha heads are crafted to represent the vast wealth of knowledge he possesses. The
ushnisha, a large cranial bump on the head which represents the knowledge and wisdom the
Buddha attained after being enlightened, the urna, a small hairy bump between the eyes of the
Buddha which symbolizes the supernatural vision that the Buddha has, the long ears signify the
wealth he had during his life as a prince and the curly hair of the Buddha represent the nobility
he possesses.
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Pink Stone Earth Touching
Buddha Sculpture 7.7 inch 9
Read More
SKU: 00139
Price: ₹8,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Statues, Sitting Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

Pink Stone Earth Touching Buddha Sculpture 7.7 inch (8 inch approx.) . Finished with a smooth
surface, lively sparks to any shelf or tabletop. This beautiful piece can decorate any interior
space.
Material: Soapstone/Pink stone Height: 8 inch (approx.) Dimension(HWL): 7.7 x 4.7 x 2 inch
Position: Sitting Weight: 6 kgAbout Lord Buddha: Lord Buddha, a person who is awake.
Born to a royal family named  Siddhartha when he was born a presage given on his future was
that either he would be a king or a sage. Hearing this his father tried every head to nail to keep
him away from the outside worldly suffering and upbrought with all luxury and lush. he was
married, had a son until the age of 29 life was so smooth as before one day Gautama went
outside the palace when he saw an old man, a dead man, and a sick each for the first time. This
seen disturbed him the most and he realized it's definite inevitable suffering of a human which
no one can escape. He also saw a holy man who was looking so happy and peace of satisfaction
can be seen on his face. That is when Lord Guatama decided to leave the royal and lavish life
and to search for a way to overcome this Dukha(suffering). Six years later with deep meditation
and concentration, he found enlightenment under a bodhi tree in Bodh Gaya. About this
Statue and Mudra: Earth Touching Buddha widely known as Bhumisparsa mudra, was
espoused by Lord Budda in the moment of his enlightenment. There is a demon king named
Mara who tried to dissuade him from meditation, there is when Lord Buddha lowered his right
hand and claim to the earth goddess to be his witness of enlightenment, to which the earth
goddess appeared and sweep away the demon with a flood. Its Buddhas victory over
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temptation. Earth Touching Buddha statue is seen sitting in a lotus platform, eyes seen
completely closed in deep meditation, leg crossed in double lotus pose, right hand over the
right knee, fingers pointing towards the ground, palms in, while the left resting on the lap in
vitarka mudra, palm up. This statue of Buddha helps to transmogrify rage into wisdom,
beneficial for health-related issues. It helps to calm down the mind, improve focus, and one can
get rid of stress and anxiety. Where to place and use? Placement: Always place the earth
touching Buddha face east, where the sun rises. Favorable in all desired place you want to be
placed, mostly in study, office, drawing, library, desk it can prove to be an elegant decor along
with a vibe of serenity in the space. How to care: Soapstone is famous for its nonporous
material quality which is durable and easy to maintain. A fiber cloth or a broom can be enough
to dust the statue whenever required.

Gaurahari Marble Buddha
Blessings statue 7.5 inch 8
Read More
SKU: 00138
Price: ₹15,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Statues, Sitting Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

Gaurahari Marble Buddha Blessings statue 7.5 inches, spread healing energy in your home with
this beautiful piece of art.  A tranquil expression is sure to benefit any decoration. Material:
Soapstone/Pink stone Dimension(HWL):  7.5 x 4 x 2 inch Position: Sitting Buddha is "the
enlightened one". His name was Siddhartha Gautama born into a royal family, his father was
the king of the Shakya tribe. Prince Siddhartha was brought up and raised in all opulence and
luxury, unaware of human hardship, misery, and suffering of the world. he married had a son.
One day he went out of his palace, he encountered three aspects of life when he saw, an old
man, a sick, and a corpse each for the first time. While this thing disquieted, him he saw a holy
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monk walking with a calm and serenity on his face. He realized all this is part of human
suffering and no man can escape from this in the universe. At the age of 29, he left the
kingdom abandoning all the lavish and royal life behind, to find a way to circumvent the
universal suffering. For the next six years he followed an ascetic life, many religious teachers as
his teacher, got into self-mortification and self-deprivation, but no satisfactory answer appeared
to his efforts. He then drove off the idea of going to the extreme and choosing a middle path,
Siddhartha sat beneath a Bodhi tree and finally attain all the answers he was shouting for. He
achieves pure enlightenment and that day Siddhartha Gautama became the Buddha. The
Buddha blessing statue defines Lord Buddha sitting on a lotus pedestal, in a double lotus pose.
The right hand is raised to the shoulder height near the chest, palm facing outward in Vitarka
mudra/protection mudra defined as shield overcoming the fear, the left-hand lies flat on the left
leg, palm face inward symbolizes generosity. Fear is an emotion that restricts our mind, keeping
a blessing Buddha helps to overcome the fear and delusion in life. And it spread positive energy
around the space. You can keep the statue where ever you want a blessing. A beautiful gifting
option as well. Placement: As it depicts the protection and blessing mudra you can keep him
facing the main entrance to keep negative and harmful energy outside of the home. An
excellent cure for areas in the home or office having Vaastu defect. Care: Cleaning of
Soapstone material is very easy, it only requires periodical dusting with a cloth or broom.

Pink Stone Meditation Buddha
Statue 10 inch 6
Read More
SKU: 00136
Price: ₹14,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Statues, Sitting Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures, Stone

Product Description
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Pink Stone Meditation Buddha Statue 10 inch, a simple way to add art to your home. And a
wide-reaching calming impact where ever you place it. Material: Soapstone/ Pink stone
Dimension(HWL): 10 x 5.5 x 2.5 inch Position: Sitting Gautama Buddha was born as
Siddhartha Gautama to the king Shudhodana, and Mahaaya, King of Shakya tribe. He was
raised by his sister after losing his mother 15 days after his birth. accompanied by every luxury
and privilege .got married at the age of sixteen and become the father of a son. in his early 29
age buddha come across the harsher side of life, when he saw the suffering of old age, illness,
death, and a monk. Lord Buddha decided to give up the lavish life and search for the solution to
overcome the suffering face by humanity. six years later he gain enlightenment with deep
mediation and self-deprivation. The above statue depicted the meditation pose from his various
mudras. Each of his postures, hand gestures, and fingers posture, communicate many
nonverbal spiritual meanings. in this pose, Buddha is depicted sitting on a lotus platform, in
many of his statues we see him sitting on a lotus, so the question arises of why lotus and what
its significance is. Lotus generally grows in muddy water and managed to climb up water and
yield a beautiful flower, like that every human has probable potential to become perfect,
overcome the pain and get enlightened. that's why many deities are depicted sitting on lotus
flowers. His legs are folded in a double lotus pose, both hands resting on the lap, right is above
the left forming a triangle with the tip of the thumb of both hands, illustrates the spiritual fire,
which consumes all impurities. Eyes are completely closed in deep concentration mudra.  The
statue is a reflection of his peace and calm pose, People looking for tranquility and placidity
meditation Buddha statue is the best choice for them. It amplifies the inner peace with a single
glance. As it is a meditative pose so it is very favorable to keep in meditation or prayer room to
help concentrate better. Placing: Place it on a clean surface, or on an accent table in-office, or
home facing east. Or at any desired corner suits your ambiance. Generally, the Northeast and
Southwest are considered to be the best favorable zone. Care: Use a dry, soft cloth and gently
wipe the surface of the sculpture. Enough to remove any surface dirt and dust.
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Pink Stone Dharmachakra
Sitting Buddha 10 inch 5
Read More
SKU: 00135
Price: ₹14,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Statues, Sitting Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

Pink Stone Dharmachakra Sitting Buddha 10 inch, a statue with a rich finish, and expressive
detailing. Fit into any interior by spreading a tranquil vibe in the surrounding. Material:
Soapstone/Pink stone Dimension(HWL): 10 x 5.5 x 2.5 inch Position: Sitting Weight: 10 kg
Born into a royal family, privileged with all luxury and opulence Lord Buddha was away from
any kind of reality of harsh life. he was a father of a son.  By the age of 29, everything was
going as smooth as before, but one day while on the way to Kapilavastu Lord buddha, came
across three aspects of life the old, the sick, and the dead. These seen trouble him and make
him think does his wealth will prevent him from facing these phases. While returning on the way
to the palace he came across a monk, who was walking peacefully down the road. These
experiences changed Buddhas looking into life and he left all the luxury and royal life in search
of illumination. Which he found at 35, through deep meditation and concentration in Bodh Gaya
under a Bodhi tree. He began teaching all his life the four noble truths to others, and the path to
achieving enlightenment. The teaching statue of Lord Buddha is widely known as Dharma
chakra Buddha. In this pose Lord Buddha is seen sitting on a lotus in the Vajrasana pose, the
lotus signifies the hardship of growing even after in dirty water yielding into a beautiful flower.
likewise human also has the potential to overcome pain and get enlightenment. Both his hands
are held near the chest, symbolizing the teachings are coming directly from the heart. Forming
a circle with the index and thumb of both the hands denotes the (Dharma chakra) "Wheel of
Dharma". The word Dharma means "righteousness" and chakra means " universe" coining
together it depicts universal righteousness order. The remaining fingers of the two hands
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remain extended. Each of them has some significance like the middle finger of the right hand
denotes the listener of the teaching. The ring finger symbolizes the solitary Buddha (who
independently achieves liberation), the little finger denotes Mahayana Buddhism. The other
three fingers of the left hand denote the gems of Buddhism fist the Buddha, The Dharma
(teachings), and the Sangha (the spiritual community). Lord Buddha's teaching posture is a
reflection of pure wisdom and spirituality, so people seeking spiritual growth in life should
consider keeping a teaching Buddha in their space. Also, teaching Buddha is beneficial for
people's desire to achieve academic success. Placement: As it invites growth and
enlightenment keeping the statue at the Northeast corner will be favorable for academic and
spiritual development. Where ever you want to keep him at the office or home make sure to
face him east always. It will be an ideal spiritual gift for your loved ones. Care: Soapstone is a
nonporous material so the advantage of cleaning the statue is extremely easy. Use a cloth or
broom to wipe down the surface which is enough to keep the glaze of the statue.

Sand Stone Teaching Buddha
24inch 17
Read More
SKU: 00126
Price: ₹25,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Statues, Garden Buddha Statue,
Sitting Buddha Statues, Statues & Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

Sand Stone Teaching Buddha 24 inch (2 ft),  is a symbolic gesture of wisdom and spiritual
imagery of Lord Buddha. A Simple artful and reflection of true wisdom.
Material: Sandstone/Redstone Dimension(HWL): 24 x 14 x 7 inch Height: 2 ft (approx.)
Position: Sitting
The term Shakya muni Buddha refers to Siddhartha Gautama, son of king Shudhodana a king of
the Shakya tribe. Until the age of 29, Sidhartha became a father of a son, life was going all
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smooth suddenly there is an incident that happened in his life which changed his perception of
looking into life. One fine day while he was on his way to Kapilavastu he run across the three
brutal truths of life when he saw a sick man, an old person, and a corpse being carried to the
cremation ground,  and while returning to the palace he saw an ascetic walking peacefully,  he
realizes no wealth can save him from the harsh reality of getting sick, old and subject to death.
So in a desire to find the solution to overcome this fear he left the royal crown and leave the
lavish life. 6 years after under a Bidhi tree he gets the enlightenment. And spent the rest of his
life preaching about his discovery and how to achieve it.The teaching Buddha is that moment of
his life where he first gave his sermon to his diples at Sarnath. Each of his gestures of hands
and posture has some nonverbal spiritual significance. Buddha is seen sitting on a lotus
platform in the Vajrasan pose. Lotus is a symbol of how to overcome difficulties and grows
beautifully, (as it grows in dirty water) so humans also have the same potential to overcome
pain and became enlightened. The right hand folded near the chest symbolizes the teaching are
straight from the heart, forming a circle from the tip of index and thumb denotes the "Wheel of
Dharma", palm faces outward. The left hand resting on the lap forms the same circle, palm face
upward. The remaining fingers of both hands remain extended. The middle extended finger of
the right hand represents the listener of the teaching. The ring finger symbolizes the solitary
Buddha (who independently achieves liberation), the little finger denotes Mahayana Buddhism.
The other three fingers of the left hand denote the treasures of Buddhism fist the Buddha (the
enlightened one), The Dharma (teachings), and the Sangha (the spiritual community). His first
sermon was about the four noble truths and the eightfold path. The path of enlightenment can
be achieved by following moral-ethical conduct of behavior, thought process, and meditation.
The Dharma chakra Buddha is beneficial for those who achieve academic and spiritual growth in
life. Through wisdom and intellect, we will be able to solve many problems, the teaching of
Buddha is the reflection of wisdom and righteousness. Placing: Right placement will rip the
benefits of displaying the statue. The Northeast sector is best considerable for placing teaching
BUddha. You can find another desired place if the northeast corner does not fit then make sure
to face him always in the east direction while placing him. Care: A cloth or broom is enough to
ward off the dust from the surface.
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Sand Stone Eka Mudra Budha
Sculpture 18inch 12
Read More
SKU: 00121
Price: ₹13,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Statues, Sitting Buddha Statues,
Stone

Product Description

Material: Redstone
Description(W: H:L): 18:10.5:6.5 inch
Position: Sitting

Description: Sand Stone Eka Mudra Budha Sculpture 18inch 12. A weathered finish statue with
a peaceful sense of the look. An elegant sculpture becomes more beautiful with age.

Siddhartha Guatama, a name given by his family, son of queen Mahamaya and king
Shudhodana clan of Kashya tribe. Upbrought with wealth and opulence, Gautama was unaware
of outside affairs of the world, the pain or any suffering human faces in his life. He married and
father of a son. Until the age of twenty-nine, life was going as before but a sudden incident
changed the way of looking into life. One day he went outside his palace when he saw, 
encountered an old person, a sick man, and a corpse, each or the first time. In the same way,
he saw a monk who was walking on the road with a peaceful look on his face. This event forces
him to realize that every human is subject to old, sick, and death.No wealth or opulence would
protect him from suffering these definite fates of humans. He left the royal life and went out to
search for a way to overcome all the Dukha. Six years following different practices, couldn't find
a satisfactory answer. He finally finds a middle way. Sat beneath a fig tree in deep meditation.
The final moment away from achieving his goal, a demon king named Maara tried to tempt him
and prevent him from accomplishing it. Knowing this Gautama lowered his right hand to the
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earth and roared 'i bear you the witness" to which the earth goddess appeared and sweep
Maara in a flood and allowing Gautama to achieve enlightenment, from the day he was named
Buddha 'a person who is awake"

The statue above is widely known as earth touching Buddha, or Bhumisparsa Buddha, in this
pose Lord Buddha is seen sitting on a lotus, with eyes completely closed in deep meditation.
The right hand lowered over the right knee pointing fingers towards the Bhumi(ground), palm
facing inward. The left hand remains flat on the lap, palm facing upward in Vitarka mudra. the
Vitarka mudra represents the flow of energy.

This form is widely known as the Amitabha pose, "the boundless light". As it represents focused
concentration, so keeping the statue is beneficial for people who desire to live in peace and
calm. It also helps to improve meditation skills.

Placement: Keep the statue east facing. Also favorable if you consider keeping him in the
Northeast and southwest corners it activates the earth element. A spiritual gift for your loved
ones too.

Care: Use a dry cloth or a broom to dust the Buddha statue. 

Soft Stone Krishna Radha and
Cow Under a Tree 12inch B6
Read More
SKU: 00117
Price: ₹26,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Krishna Statues, Statues
& Sculptures, Stone
Tags: crafts odisha, handicrafts, home décor, krishna
murti, radha krishna statue, soap stone statues
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Product Description

“Fill your mind with me, Love me, Serve me, and Worship me always. Seeking me in your heart,
you will at last be united with me.” Radha Krishna the famous mythological love tale. Two
names that are always taken together are depicted standing under the tree making love in the
statue. Here lord Krishna, one of the incarnated forms of lord Vishnu in Tretayayug to establish
dharma had enchanted every cowgirl of his city by his mesmerizing beautiful appearance and
the pleasant flute rhythm. One of those cowgirls was Radha who selflessly fell in love with the
lord but could not marry him. But impressed by her devotion she achieved a position which no
other wife of lord Krishna could have. The world knows Krishna to be the beloved of Radha and
their love is exemplified as not every love meets it destination of marriage but it becomes
eternal and forever remembered by all. So spread the message of love in the atmosphere by
bring home this beautiful statuette and fall in love with the divine almighty.
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